Pension reforms and behavioral perspectives on pensions
(FU Berlin, Hebrew University and CRC 190)

Program
Location: Elinor Ostrom Hall at DIW Berlin
November 30th and December 1st, 2018

**November 30th**

09:45 – 10:30  Eytan Sheshinski (HUJ): Adverse selection in annuity markets
10:30 – 11:15  Stefan Etgeton (FU and DIW): Pension reforms and savings

*Coffee*

11:30 – 12:15  Ayal Kimhi (HUJ): The Effects of Increasing the Formal Retirement Age on Labor Supply: Gender and Family Considerations
12:15 – 13:00  Carsten Schröder (FU and DIW): Distribution of augmented wealth

*Lunch*

14:00 – 14:45  Orly Sade (HUJ): Can Mandatory Minimum Annuity Laws Have Unintended Consequences? - An Experimental Investigation
14:45 – 15:30  Hans Martin von Gaudecker (Bonn University): The Effect of the Affordable Care Act on the Labor Supply, Savings, and Social Security of Older Americans

*Coffee*
16:00 – 16:45  Holger Lüthen (FU and DIW): Life expectancy and the pension system

Break

17:30 – 18:15  Peter Haan (FU and DIW): The effect of working life on human capital investment

Dinner

December 1st

09:00 – 9:45  Antonina Grohmann (DIW): Earn more tomorrow: Overconfident income expectations and consumer indebtedness

Coffee

11:00 – 11:45  Joachim Winter (LMU - München): Financial education and household self-insurance
11:45 – 12:30  Tabea Bucher-Koenen (MEA): How much pension will you get? - The introduction of a pensions dashboard in a multi-pillar system

Lunch

13:15 – 14:00  Daniel Ben-David (HUJ): Robo Advisor Adoption and Trust - Remarks from Lab Experiment
14:00 – 14:45  Björn Fischer (FU and DIW): Informal Care and Retirement
14:45 – 15:30  Future research – general discussion

End of workshop

Please contact Patricia Axt, paxt@diw.de, if you want to attend the workshop

Organizers: Peter Haan, Ayal Kimhi, Lukas Menkhoff, Carsten Schröder and Joachim Winter